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Abstract. The metrization of the space of neural responses is an ongoing re-
search program seeking to find natural ways to describe, in geometrical terms,
the sets of possible activities in the brain. One component of this program are
the spike metrics, notions of distance between two spike trains recorded from
a neuron. Alignment spike metrics work by identifying “equivalent” spikes in
one train and the other. We present an alignment spike metric having Lp un-
derlying geometrical structure; the L2 version is Euclidean and is suitable for
further embedding in Euclidean spaces by Multidimensional Scaling methods
or related procedures. We show how to implement a fast algorithm for the
computation of this metric based on bipartite graph matching theory.
1. Introduction
The analysis of neural signals seeks to “translate” any set of neural impulses into
a language we understand [Rieke et al. 1997]. But as the neural signals elicited by
the same stimulus are never exactly alike, we need a quantitative means of deter-
mining when two neural signals serve the same purpose. In what follows, we shall
restrict our attention to signals from isolated cell electrophysiology, and represent a
“spike train” neural signal as a marked point process, an ordered list of spike times
labeled by their respective neurons of origin [Aronov, Victor, 2004]. To compare
spike trains, Victor and Purpura introduced the notion of a spike metric, a distance
function on the set of spike trains endowing it with the topological properties of a
metric space [Victor, Purpura, 1996], [Victor, Purpura, 1997]. Spike metrics have
been successfully used to quantify variability in data and characterize neural coding
in the visual, auditory, olfactory, taste, and electric sensory systems [Victor, 2005].
Numerous spike metrics have been proposed with the goals of clustering neural
signals by stimulus [Victor, Purpura, 1997], [Schrauwen, Campenhout, 2007] and
embedding them in Euclidean space [Victor, Purpura, 1997] via multidimensional
scaling (MDS) [Kruskal, Wish, 1978]. MDS allows one to visualize the geometry of
spike data, especially after the use of sophisticated dimensionality-reduction proce-
dures such as Local Linear Embedding [Roweis, Saul, 2000]. It also permits us to
use more sophisticated clustering techniques designed to work only in vector spaces,
such as PCA-guided K-means [Ding, He, 2004] and soft-margin support vector ma-
chines, as done (without embedding) in [Schrauwen, Campenhout, 2007].
One approach to spike metric design for spike trains generated by single neurons
uses the rate-coding hypothesis of spike generation, the idea that spike trains in-
duced by the same stimulus are instances of the same variable-rate Poisson process
[Rieke et al. 1997]. The implication is that to compare two spike trains, one must
compare their estimated underlying rate functions. To estimate the rate function of
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a spike train, represent it as a sum of Kronecker delta functions at the spike times
and stream it through a low-pass filter, or, equivalently, convolve it with a nonneg-
ative function, or kernel, that integrates to 1. Common choices of kernels include
the one-sided exponential tail [van Rossum, 2001], the two sided exponential tail,
the ‘tent’ function (0 above and below a certain range, and linearly increasing and
then decreasing at the same rate within that range), and the normal distribution
function [Schrauwen, Campenhout, 2007]. The value of the metric between two
spike trains is the Lp norm of the difference between their estimated rate functions
(p ≥ 1). For p = 2, such metrics resemble Euclidean distances, and MDS can embed
them in (mostly) Euclidean finite dimensional vector spaces.
However, their is substantial evidence that the time-coding of neural signals
contains meaning beyond that conveyed by the firing rate [Chase, Young, 2006],
[Gerstner et al., 1997], [Rieke et al. 1997], [Samonds, Bonds, 2003]. Based on this
fact, Victor and Purpura introduced a spike metric equal to the minimum ‘cost’ of
aligning the spikes in two spike trains, [Victor, Purpura, 1996], [Victor, Purpura, 1997].
Their approach was to generalize methods used for comparing strands of DNA. In
particular, they reengineered Sellers’ dynamic programming algorithm for align-
ing and calculating the evolutionary distance between pairs of DNA sequences
[Sellers, 1974] to compute a distance between pairs of spike trains [Victor, Purpura, 1996],
[Victor, Purpura, 1997]. This metric preserves the integrity of individual spikes
instead of viewing them as contributions to a rate function. It has the added ad-
vantage of being able to compute distances between spike trains that may have
contributions from multiple neurons, and in the future, it may be generalized
to align spikes from multiple spike trains at once, as has been done with DNA
[Notredame, 2002]. The problem with it is that it resembles an L1 norm on a vec-
tor space. If one uses it to compute all the distances among a group of spike trains
elicited from a common stimulus, and then embeds those spike trains using those
distances by MDS, the resulting picture is very complicated. The embedded set
of spike trains may have hyperbolic structure that is not present in the stimulus
space.
We propose a spike metric consistent with the time-coding hypothesis of spike
generation that has all of the desirable properties of an Lp norm. When p = 1, this
metric is equal to the Victor-Purpura metric [Victor, Purpura, 1996], [Victor, Purpura, 1997].
When p = 2, embeddings of spike trains using this metric ‘fit’ in Euclidean space
with substantially less difficulty than they do for any other value of p ≥ 1, so
advanced dimensionality-reduction and clustering techniques may be used. The
dynamic programming algorithm described by Victor and Purpura does not work
when p > 1, so we propose a faster quadratic-time algorithm that works for all
p ≥ 1.
This procedure we use to calculate our metric is the Hungarian Algorithm
[Schrijver, 2003], which can be made substantially faster for the specific task of
comparing spike trains. The crucial insight behind the Hungarian Algorithm was
independently discovered by Kuhn and Munkres [Kuhn, 1955], [Munkres, 1957]. Its
function is to solve the minimum-weight matching problem on weighted bipartite
graphs. The Hungarian Algorithm is a special case of algorithms to solve gen-
eral matching problems [Papadimitriou, Steiglitz, 1998] and assignment problems
[Burkard, 1999]. Our version of the algorithm it is a special case of algorithms to
solve transportation problems on Monge arrays, described in [Burkard, Klinz, Rudolf, 1995].
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The original transportation problem was solved by Hoffman [Hoffman, 1963] and
formulated by Monge [Monge, 1781].
2. The Metric
We desire to match spikes in one spike train to corresponding spikes in another
spike train to compare the two signals. Two trains fired in response to the same
stimulus may have different numbers of spikes. So, an alignment of the spikes in
the two trains will be inherently imperfect, some spikes may have to be deleted
from the trains to make the alignment exact. Victor and Purpura’s idea was to
break the process of aligning two spike trains into steps, each with their own cost.
The metric is equal to the sum of the costs incurred by the most efficient alignment
[Victor, Purpura, 1996], [Victor, Purpura, 1997]. Let q > 0. The cost of aligning
two spikes on different trains is q∆t, where ∆t is the distance between them. The
cost of deleting a spike on either train is 1. If in two trains the differences between
spike times in aligned pairs of spikes are ∆ti, for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the number of
spikes deleted from the first train is D1, and the number of spikes deleted from the
second train is D2, the distance between the two spike trains is
k∑
i=1
q∆ti +D1 +D2.
The metric is defined to be the minimum of this quantity over all ways of aligning
the trains. Our generalization is as follows: Let p ≥ 1, the metric is
min
[
k∑
i=1
qp∆tpi +D1 +D2
]1/p
.
When p = 1 this is the standard Victor-Purpura metric.
We can formulate the metric in a way that is more mathematically specific as
follows: Let x = {xi}mi=1 and y = {yj}nj=1 be spike trains, or strictly increasing
finite sequences of real numbers. Let M be a ‘matching’ between the two spike
trains, a set of ordered pairs {(xi1 , yj1), . . . , (xik , yjk)} with no element of x or y
repeated. LetM be the set of all matchings. Let the cardinality of M , |M |, be the
number of ordered pairs contained in M . Define
(1) dp,q[M ](x,y) =
 ∑
(xi,yj)∈M
qp|xi − yj |p + (m− |M |) + (n− |M |)
1/p .
Our metric is
dp,q(x,y) = min
m∈M
dp,q[M ](x,y).
We shall show below that we can compute this expression through the Hungarian
Algorithm [Schrijver, 2003], with additional speedups, from o(mn(m+n)2) time to
o(mn) time.
3. Outline of the algorithm
Our metric is a minimization over all possible matchings. We can map this
minimization to a classical problem, weighted bipartite matching . In this problem
we have a graph whose nodes belong to two different classes with no edge connecting
members of the same class (bipartite) and each edge of the graph has a “weight”
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or cost. A matching or pairing is a subgraph in which each node has at most one
connection, and the matching with the smallest total cost is sought.
A priori, the number of distinct matchings is enormous. There is a profound
result, called the Hungarian Algorithm [Schrijver, 2003], that shows that only a
small subset of these matchings needs to be examined. This result works by showing
that the optimal match with precisely k+1 pairings (cardinality k+1) is related in
a rather specific way to the optimal match of cardinality k: the optimal k+1 match
differs from the optimal k match by an “M -augmenting path”. Since there are many
fewer such paths than matchings of cardinality k+1 the search is considerably faster.
We shall show that the convexity of our metric translates into a specific property
of the graph weights called the Monge property [Burkard, Klinz, Rudolf, 1995]. Us-
ing the Monge property we can discard large fractions of the M -augmenting paths
as candidates: the paths have to be “monotonic” and cannot “jump”. We call the
resulting, much smaller set of “M -augmenting incompressible monotonic paths” the
shifts. There are far fewer shifts to explore in connecting level k with level k + 1,
at most m+ n− 2k − 1.
4. The Shift Algorithm
For certain matchings M we can construct a unique two-row matrix represen-
tation, or ‘matching matrix’ as follows: The first row contains the elements of x
in increasing order (from left to right), and the second row contains the elements
of y in increasing order. If (xi, yj) ∈ M , then xi and yj are in the same column
of the matrix. If xi is not matched in M , then it is in the same column as a ‘∗’
symbol. The same goes for unmatched elements of y. Any unmatched elements of
x and y together appear in increasing order from left to right in M . Making this
matrix takes o(m + n) time. For instance, let x = {b, e, f, h}, y = {a, c, d, g, i},
where a < b < · · · < h < i, with M = ∅. The matching matrix looks like:[ ∗ b ∗ ∗ e f ∗ h ∗
a ∗ c d ∗ ∗ g ∗ i
]
Now assume ‘b’ and ‘h’ from x are matched with ‘c’ and ‘g’ from y. The new matrix
looks like: [ ∗ b ∗ e f h ∗
a c d ∗ ∗ g i
]
Define the ‘shift’ operation on a matching matrix as follows: Delete two ∗’s, one
on the top and one on the bottom and such that there exist no other ∗’s on either
row between them. Then shorten the rows to compensate. Below are both possible
shifts applied to the matrix above:[ ∗ b e f h ∗
a c d ∗ g i
]
,
[ ∗ b ∗ e f h
a c d ∗ g i
]
Main Theorem. If M minimizes dp,q[M ](x,y) over matchings of cardinality k <
min(m,n), then at least one matching that minimizes dp,q[M ](x,y) over matchings
of cardinality k + 1 is some shift of the matching matrix of M .
The proof is outlined in Section 6 and completed in the Appendix. The empty
matching always has a matching matrix, and any shift applied to a matching ma-
trix returns a matching matrix. Therefore, we can find the optimal matching of
cardinality k + 1 by tabulating all shifts on the optimal matching of cardinality
k and then picking the one that minimizes dp,q[M ](x,y). Even if there are two
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optimal matchings, M1 and M2 of cardinality k + 1, and only M1 is a shift of the
matrix corresponding to the optimal matching of cardinality k, at least one optimal
matching of cardinality k + 2 is a shift of M1.
The time cost of the naive implementation of the algorithm is as follows: Mak-
ing the matching matrix takes o(m + n) time. Finding the distance-minimizing
matching of order k + 1 by calculating the expected gain or loss to the distance
function from every possible shift on the distance-minimizing matching of order
k takes o(m + n) time. There are o(min(m,n)) rounds of searching, so we get
o((m+ n) min(m,n)) time.
We have implemented two key speed-ups. min(m,n) rounds of shifting is the
worst-case scenario; by Theorem 3 the algorithm can terminate as soon as all pos-
sible shifts increase the value of dp,q[M ](x,y). After making the first matching
matrix, cut it in two between any two spikes (on either train) separated by more
than 21/p/q. By Corollary 4, the optimal matching is the union of the two opti-
mal matchings found by repeatedly shifting these two submatrices. To prove the
algorithm’s correctness we need a result from graph theory.
5. The Hungarian Algorithm
For the sake of completeness we condense Chapter 3 of [Schrijver, 2003] below.
Here we demonstrate one way in which the optimal matching of cardinality k + 1
is related to the optimal matching of cardinality k. This is the first step toward
showing that the relationship is in fact a shift.
Definitions. A graph G = (V,E) is a set of vertices V and edges E, where an edge
e is defined to be a pair of two vertices, e = {v, v′}, where v, v′ ∈ V . G is complete
bipartite if V = A ∪ B where A ∩ B = ∅ and every edge e contains exactly one
element of each of A and B. G is edge-weighted if there exists a weight function
w : E −→ R on the edges of G. From now on all graphs mentioned will be complete
bipartite and edge-weighted. A matching M on G is a subset of E such that no two
edges in M share a vertex. Let w(M) =
∑
e∈M w(e) be the weight of matching M .
A path P on G is an ordered subset of distinct elements of E, (e1, . . . , et), such
that ei and ei+1 share a vertex for all 1 ≤ i < t but e1 and et do not share a vertex.
A path P is M -augmenting for a matching M if: 1. t is odd. 2. e2, e4, . . . , et−1 ∈M .
3. e1 and et each only share one vertex with an element of M . For an example of
an M -augmenting path, see Figure 1. For an edge e, define its length function l(e)
to be w(e) if e ∈M and −w(e) if e /∈M . For a path P , let l(P ) = ∑e∈P l(e).
If C,D ⊆ E, C4D contains all edges that are in exactly one of C and D. It
follows that if P is M -augmenting then M4P is a matching of cardinality |M |+ 1.
Theorem 1. [Schrijver, 2003], Section 3.5, Proposition 1: Let P be anM -augmenting
path of maximum length. If M is a matching of minimum weight of cardinality k,
then M ′ = M4P is a matching of minimum weight of cardinality k + 1.
The proof is in the appendix.
6. Proof of Shift Algorithm
Here we outline the proof that augmenting paths of maximum length correspond
to shifts. The details of the proof are in the Appendix.
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Lemma 1. Computing dp,q(x,y) is equivalent to finding a minimum weight match-
ing on the complete bipartite weighted graph with vertex sets A = {a1, . . . , am} and
B = {b1, . . . , bn} and weight function w(ai, bj) = qp|xi − yj |p − 2.
Proof. Every matching M on this graph is assocated with a matching M (abusing
notation) between spike trains x and y. To minimize dp,q[M ](x,y) over M it is
equivalent to minimize∑
(xi,yj)∈M
(qp|xi − yj |p − 2) =
∑
(ai,bj)∈M
w(ai, bj) = w(M)

Now we need to find an analogue for shifting a matching matrix in terms of
performing an operation on graphs. It turns out that the analogue is taking the
symmetric difference between M and a special type of M -augmenting path, which
we will also call a “shift”. It is a path of the form:
({ai, bj}, {ai, bj+1}, {ai+1, bj+1} . . . , {ai+N , bjj+N })
or
({ai, bj}, {ai+1, bj}, {ai+1, bj+1}, . . . , {ai+N , bj+N}),
with a couple additional constraints: in the first case there are no unmatched
elements of x between xi and yj and there are no unmatched elements of y between
xi+N and yi+N , and in the second case there are no unmatched elements of y
between xi and yj and there are no unmatched elements of x between xi+N and
yi+N . See Figure 2 for an M -augmenting path that is a shift. In this figure and
all subsequent figures we place the sets of nodes corresponding to the spikes on
trains x and y on parallel lines, and nodes farther to the right correspond to spikes
occurring later in time than the spikes associated to nodes on their left. We can
now restate the Main Theorem:
Main Theorem, Restated. Let a bipartite graph have vertex sets A = {a1, . . . , am}
and B = {b1, . . . , bn} and weight function w(ai, bj) = qp|xi − yj |p − 2. Let M min-
imize w(M) over matchings of cardinality k < min(m,n). Then there exists an
M -augmenting path P that is a shift such that M4P minimizes w(M) over match-
ings of cardinality k + 1.
Lemma 2. Strict Monge Property: Let xi1 < xi2 and yj1 < yj2 . For p > 1,
|xi1 − yj1 |p + |xi2 − yj2 |p < |xi1 − yj2 |p + |xi2 − yj1 |p
The proof uses convexity and is in the Appendix.
Lemma 3. Let p > 1. If M is a minimum weight matching of cardinality k
containing edges {ai1 , bj1} and {ai2 , bj2} then either i1 < i2 and j1 < j2 or i1 > i2
and j1 > j2.
Proof. Remove edges {ai1 , bj1} and {ai2 , bj2} and replace them with edges {ai1 , bj2}
and {ai2 , bj1} to form the matching M ′ of cardinality k. By Lemma 2,
w(M ′)− w(M) = qp|xi1 − yj2 |p + qp|xi2 − yj1 |p − qp|xi1 − yj1 |p − qp|xi2 − yj2 |p
Since M is of minimum weight, this expression must be positive. Lemma 2 implies
that either i1 < i2 and j1 < j2 or i1 > i2 and j1 > j2. 
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This lemma can be pictorially understood as meaning if M is a minimum weight
matching of cardinality k, it contains no edges that cross, using our convention for
drawing figures stated below Lemma 1. See Figure 3 for a demonstration of Lemma
3.
Theorem 2. Let p > 1, let M be a minimum weight matching of cardinality k,
and let P be an M -augmenting path of maximum length. Then P is of the form
({ai1 , bj1}, {ai1 , bj2}, {ai2 , bj2}, . . . , {ail , bjl})
or
({ai1 , bj1}, {ai2 , bj1}, {ai2 , bj2}, . . . , {ail , bjl})
where the sequences {ait} and {bit} are either strictly increasing or strictly decreas-
ing.
The exact proof is in the Appendix. It can be understood using diagrams. What
we want to show is that P does not turn back on itself, it either moves forwards
or backwards through the graph. If it should decide to change direction, one of
two things happen. It might make use of two edges in M that cross, contradicting
Lemma 3, see Figure 4a. If not, it uses two edges that are both not in M that
cross (if it uses an edge in M and an edge not in M that cross, one of the previous
two problems necessarily occur). In the second case, both of those edges will be
in M4P . But if P is of maximum length, by Theorem 1, M4P is a minimum
matching of cardinality k + 1, which also cannot contain crossing edges by Lemma
3, see Figure 4b. This is a contradiction, and it follows that P cannot turn around.
We are now ready to sketch the proof of the Main Theorem for p > 1. It follows
for p = 1 by real analysis. Both proofs are in the Appendix.
LetM be a minimum weight maching of cardinality k, and P be anM -augmenting
path of maximum length. P is of the form described by Theorem 2. Assume with-
out loss of generality that the vertex at which P starts is ai′ and the vertex at which
it ends is bj′ . There are two things that could go wrong to prevent transforming M
into M4P from being a shift on M ’s matching matrix. One is that there exists an
unmatched spike on either spike train between xi′ and yj′ . In that case, it can be
shown that if M is the minimum matching of cardinality k, then M4P is not the
minimum matching of cardinality k + 1; it can be improved upon by replacing an
edge. See Figures 5a and 5b. The second possible problem is that there exists an
edge in M that some edge in P crosses. Then, it can be shown that M or M4P
contain crossing edges, contradicting Lemma 3. See Figures 6a and 6b. With these
two possibilities eliminated, P could only be an M -augmenting path corresponding
to a shift.
Theorem 3. Let M be a minimum weight matching of cardinality k. If a mini-
mum weight matching of cardinality k + 1 has greater weight then M , then M is a
minimum weight matching over all matchings of any cardinality.
The proof is in the Appendix.
Corollary 4. Let Mk denote the minimum weight matching of cardinality k. If
Mk0 is the minimum weight matching over matchings of all cardinalities, than no
Mk contains a positive-weighted edge for k ≤ k0.
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Proof. The proposition is vacuous if k0 = 0. So assume the statement is true for k,
0 < k < k0, we will prove it for k+ 1. Assume that Mk+1 has an edge e of positive
weight. ThenMk+14{e} is a matching of cardinality k, so w(Mk+14{e}) ≥ w(Mk).
But w(Mk+14{e}) < w(Mk+1) ≤ w(Mk) by Theorem 3, a contradiction. 
The implication of this corollary is that if any two adjacent columns of a matching
matrix contain entries that are separated by more than 21/p/q, the matrix can be
cut in two and the two halves optimized separately.
7. Conclusion
We have presented a spike metric satisfying two important desiderata: That it be
grounded in the time-coding hypothesis of spike generation, and that it be closely
related to the Euclidean L2 norm. The latter property is important to subsequent
stages of analysis of spike data, especially if MDS is used.
We have also presented a fast algorithm to calculate our metric and proved
its correctness and amortized complexity. We demonstrated that it is faster than
existing algorithms to compute the p = 1 special case. Our proof used the toolboxes
of graph theory and combinatorial optimization, and demonstrates that they can
be usefully brought to bear on problems in computational biology.
We conjecture that related procedures to the one we have presented could be
used to align both spike trains with inputs from multiple neurons (as done in
[Aronov, 2003]) and strands of DNA.
Future work will include applications to multiple alignment of neural signals and
DNA. Our metric suggests new measures of the quality of multiple alignments, and
our algorithm suggests new ways of computing them. One approach to aligning
multiple spike trains would be to generalize the CLUSTAL procedures for ‘progres-
sive’ alignment, i.e. building a multiple alignment from a collection of aligned pairs
[Higgins, Sharp, 1988], [Thompson, Higgins, Gibson, 1994].
8. Appendix
Definitions. G is connected if one can travel from any vertex to any other vertex
via the edges. A component of G is a maximal connected subgraph. A path in
which the first and last edges share a vertex is called a circuit.
Lemma 4. [Schrijver, 2003], Theorem 1: If M is a matching in G then either there
exists an M -augmenting path P or no matching of greater cardinality exists. If N
is a matching of greater cardinality, we can pick P ⊆M ∪N .
Proof. If M is a matching of maximum cardinality and P is an M -augmenting path
then M4P would be a matching of greater cardinality, a contradiction. If M is not
a matching of maximum cardinality, there exists a larger matching N . Let H be
the graph with vertices V and edges M ∪N . Every connected component of H is
a path or a circuit. As |N | > |M | one of these components C contains more edges
of N than M . Its edges must alternate between those in M and those in N , since
no two edges of either one can be connected to the same vertex. Thus, in order to
have more edges in N than in M , it must start and end with non-identical edges
in N . Therefore, C is an M -augmenting path.
Proof of Theorem 1. From [Schrijver, 2003], Section 3.5, Proposition 1: Let N be
an arbitrary matching of size k + 1. By Lemma 4 we can pick an M -augmenting
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path Q in M ∪ N . By definition l(Q) ≤ l(P ). |N4Q| = k, and since M is of
minimum weight for cardinality k, w(N4Q) ≥ w(M). Therefore,
w(N) = w(N4Q)− l(Q) ≥ w(M)− l(P ) = w(M ′)
Therefore M ′ is of minimum weight over matchings of cardinality k + 1.
Proof of Lemma 2. Let α = xi1 − yj2 , β = xi2 − yj1 , and γ = yj2 − yj1 . Now,
0 < γ < β − α. We want
f(γ) = |α|p + |β|p − |α+ γ|p − |β − γ|p > 0.
The left hand side has roots for γ at 0 and β − α.
f ′(γ) = −p · sign(α+ γ)|α+ γ|p−1 + p · sign(β − γ)|β − γ|p−1.
This expression is zero if and only if γ = (β − α)/2. By Jensen’s Inequality,
f
(
β − α
2
)
= |α|p + |β|p − 2
∣∣∣∣α+ β2
∣∣∣∣p > 0
The lemma follows by Rolle’s Theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2. We assume without loss of generality that P is of the form
({ai1 , bj1}, {ai1 , bj2}, . . . , {ail , bjl}).
Assume for the sake of contradiction that for some t either it < it+1 and it+1 > it+2
or it > it+1 and it+1 < it+2 (The cases where for some t either jt < jt+1 and
jt+1 > jt+2 or jt > jt+1 and jt+1 < jt+2 are analagous). The cases are similar so
we only treat the first one. It has two subcases: jt+1 > jt+2 and jt+1 < jt+2. In the
first subcase, the edges {ait , bjt+1} and {ait+1 , bjt+2} are both in M , contradicting
Lemma 3. In the second subcase case, the edges {ait+1 , bjt+1} and {ait+2 , bjt+2} are
both in M4P , which by Theorem 1 is a minimum weight matching of cardinality
k + 1, contradicting Lemma 3.
Proof of Main Theorem. We show that if M is a minimum weight matching of
cardinality k then an M -augmenting path of maximum length, P , is of the form
({ai, bj}, {ai, bj+1}, . . . , {ai+N , bj+N}) or ({ai, bj}, {ai+1, bj}, . . . , {ai+N , bj+N})
where in the first case there are no unmatched elements of x between xi and yj and
there are no unmatched elements of y between xi+N and yi+N , and in the second
case there are no unmatched elements of y between xi and yj and there are no
unmatched elements of x between xi+N and yi+N . Therefore, transforming M into
M4P is equivalent to the shift operation described in Section 4.
We first prove the case where p > 1. Using Theorem 2, assume without loss of
generality that P is of the form
({ai1 , bj1}, {ai1 , bj2}, . . . , {ail , bjl})
where {ait} and {bit} are strictly increasing. The theorem is clear when l = 1. So
let l > 1 and assume that there exists and integer r such that it < r < it+1 (we
can likewise assume that there exists an integer between jt and jt+1, this case is
similar). Now there are two cases: either ar is connected to an edge in M or it
is not. If it is connected to an edge, call that edge {ar, bs}. s > jt+1, otherwise
the fact that {ar, bs} and {ait , bjt+1} are both in M contradicts Lemma 3. But in
that case, since {ar, bs} /∈ P , {ar, bs} and {ait+1 , bjt+1} are both in M4P , which
by Theorem 1 is a minimum weight matching of cardinality k + 1, contradicting
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Lemma 3.
Now consider the case when ar is not connected to an edge. Replace the edge
{ait+1 , bjt+1} with {ar, bjt+1} in P to form P ′. P ′ may not be an M -augmenting
path, but M4P ′ is still a matching of cardinality k + 1. We know that qp|xit −
yjt+1 |p ≤ qp|xr − yjt+1 |p since otherwise the edge {ar, bjt+1} would be in M instead
of {ait , bjt+1}. Therefore, |xit − yjt+1 | ≤ |xr − yjt+1 |. If yjt+1 ≥ xr, this implies
−xit + yjt+1 ≤ −xr + yjt+1 making xit ≥ xr, a contradiction. So xr > yjt+1 . Since
xit+1 > xr, xr − yjt+1 < xit+1 − yjt+1 , making
w(M4P ′)− w(M4P ) = qp|xr − yjt+1 |p − qp|xit+1 − yjt+1 |p < 0.
M4P ′ is a matching of cardinality k + 1 of lower weight than that of M4P , but
since P is of maximum length, Theorem 1 implies that M4P has minimum weight.
This is a contradiction and the theorem follows for p > 1.
Finally, assume that there is an unmatched element of x between xi1 and yj1 ,
call it xu, with corresponding vertex au (the case when there is an unmatched
element of y between xil and yjl is analogous). Since xu < xi1 by the previous
paragraph, yj1 ≤ xu < xi1 . Replace the edge {ai1 , bj1} with {au, bj1} in P to form
P ′. P ′ may be be an M -augmenting path, but as before M4P ′ is still a matching
of cardinality k+1. xu < xi1 implies xu−yj1 < xi1−yj1 , and since these quantities
are nonnegative,
w(M4P ′)− w(M4P ) = qp|xu − yj1 |p − qp|xi1 − yj1 |p < 0.
Using Theorem 1, P could not have been an M -augmenting path of maximum
length, a contradiction. The theorem follows for p > 1.
Now we address the p = 1 case. For some constants C ∈ Z, α1, . . . , αJ > 0, and
u1, . . . , uJ ∈ {±1}, the difference in length between two M -augmenting paths P
and P ′ is
g(p) = l(P ′)− l(P ) = qp
J∑
i=1
uiα
p
i + 2C.
g(p) is real analytic and its Taylor series T (p) converges everywhere. Either g(p) is
identically 0 or there exist some least integral exponent e such that the coefficient
of pe in T (p) is nonzero. If it is positive then there exists some 1 > 0 such that
f(p) is strictly positive on (1, 1 + 1), likewise if it is negative we can pick 1 such
that g(p) is strictly negative on (1, 1 + 1) by [Nash, 1959], Theorem 1. We can
determine such an 1 for every pair of M -augmenting paths P and P ′ that do not
have the same length for all p. Let 2 be the minimum of all of these 1’s. There
exists a set of M -augmenting paths Q1, . . . , QK such that for p ∈ (1, 2) they all
have equal length and they are all longer than all other M -augmenting paths. They
all must be shifts. By continuity, when p = 1 they still have equal length and are
at least as long as all other M -augmenting paths. Therefore, M4Q1 is a matching
of minimum weight of cardinality k + 1 when p = 1.
Definition. Let M be a matching of minimum weight of cardinality k and P be
an M -augmenting path. We call P an M -shift it it corresponds to a shift in the
matching matrix of M .
Proof of Theorem 3. Let Mk be the minimum weight matching of cardinality k.
It suffices to show that if w(Mk) < w(Mk+1), then if Mk+2 exists, w(Mk+1) <
w(Mk+2). It follows by induction that w(Mk) has lower weight than all min-
imum weight matchings of cardinality greater than k. Therefore, the sequence
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w(M1), w(M2), . . . , w(Mmin(m,n)) is decreasing then increasing, and the point at
which the switch occurs is its minimum.
All Mk-shifts have negative length, since the one with the greatest length, P ,
has negative length, as w(Mk) < w(Mk+1) (using Theorem 1). Therefore all Mk+1-
shifts have negative length since they are also Mk shifts, except for possibly one,
Q, that is not. If Q does not exist or is not the Mk+1-shift of greatest length,
then the shift of greatest length has negative length, and w(Mk+1) < w(Mk+2),
so we are done. So assume that Q is the Mk+1-shift of greatest length. We shall
prove that l(Q) ≤ 0. Sending Mk to Mk4P = Mk+1 and then sending Mk+1 to
Mk+14Q = Mk+2 corresponds to deleting two pairs of stars in one of four classes
of matching matrices. We consider only two of them, since the others are analogous:[ · · · xi xi+1 · · · ∗ · · · xi+s · · · xi+t ∗ · · ·
· · · ∗ yj · · · yj+r · · · ∗ · · · yj+t−1 yj+t · · ·
]
[ · · · xi xi+1 · · · xi+r · · · ∗ · · · xi+t ∗ · · ·
· · · ∗ yj · · · ∗ · · · yj+s · · · yj+t−1 yj+t · · ·
]
To get the other two cases, switch the top stars to the bottom and the bottom
stars to the top in each of the above examples, and reindex accordingly. In both
matrices, deleting the inner pair of stars corresponds to transforming Mk into Mk+1
and deleting the outer pair of stars corresponds to transforming Mk+1 into Mk+2.
In the first matching matrix there are three possible Mk-shifts. The middle one is
P . Call the rightmost one P− and the rightmost one P+. l(P+) ≤ l(P ) < 0, and
l(P−) ≤ l(P ). l(P )+ l(Q) = l(P−)+ l(P+), since performing the shift P followed by
Q is the same operation as performing the shift P− followed by P+ on the matrix.
Therefore l(Q) = l(P+)− l(P ) + l(P−) < 0.
Now consider the second matching matrix. There are Mk-augmenting paths P−
and P+ such that changing Mk to Mk4P− or Mk4P+ is equivalent to deleting
both the first and third stars in the matrix (from the left) or both the second and
fourth stars from the matrix. As before, l(P+) ≤ l(P ) < 0, l(P−) ≤ l(P ), and
l(P ) + l(Q) = l(P−) + l(P+). Again, l(Q) = l(P+)− l(P ) + l(P−) < 0.
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Figure 1: M‐augmen.ng paths.  
(a) a matching M of cardinality 3 between two sets (red and green) 
represen8ng two spike trains.  
(b)  An M‐augmen8ng path P, with edges that already were in M in black and 
new edges in blue; the path should start and end in blue (new) edges, and 
alternate between blue (new) and black (old); it need not contain any black 
edges at all.  
(c) A new matching MΔP is obtained as the symmetric difference between the 
first two graphs. 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Figure 2: Shi,s are a subset of M‐augmen6ng paths.  
The matching on top has been drawn with the conven4on stated below Lemma 1:  
Red nodes corresponding to spikes in train x are on top, green nodes 
corresponding to spikes in train y are on bo<om, and nodes farther to the right 
correspond to spikes occurring later in 4me.  All future figures also follow this 
conven4on.  
The M‐augmen4ng path P on the bo<om contains, as in Figure 1, black edges in 
M and new blue edges. Because P moves monotonically forward in 4me and does 
not skip any node, it is a shi&. 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Figure 3: Convexity forbids edges from crossing. The matching depicted 
on the le0 cannot be a minimum weight matching of cardinality 2 because 
it violates Lemma 3, since it has crossing edges.  The matching depicted on 
the right could be a minimum weight matching of cardinality 2, as it does 
not violate Lemma 3. 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Figure 4. A shi- cannot turn back on itself, because either the ini8al matching or 
the final matching would have crossing edges.  
(a) M is the matching depicted by the two do5ed black lines.  The complete set of 
lines forms an M‐augmen>ng path P.   M is not a minimum weight matching of 
cardinality 2 by Lemma 3 contradic>ng the hypothesis of Theorem 2, so we do not 
need to consider this case in its proof. 
(b) Here, M is the matching of cardinality 2 depicted by the two black lines, one 
do5ed and one solid.  The two blue lines and the one do5ed black line form an M‐
augmen>ng path.  MΔP is the pair of blue lines and the one solid black line.  MΔP 
contains crossing edges, so by Lemma 3 it is not the minimum weight matching of 
cardinality 3.  Thus, by Theorem 1, P is not an M‐augmen>ng path of maximum 
length. 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Figure 5. Shi,s cannot skip previously unmatched ver:ces.  
(a): M is the matching composed of the two black lines, and the M‐augmen;ng path 
P comprises those edges plus the three blue ones. P cannot be maximum‐length 
because it skips the yellow vertex. The skipped vertex can be joined to a unique 
green vertex without crossing lines; we color it green. The green edge must be 
shorter than one of its two neighbors in the path; if it was shorter than the black 
edge, then the original matching would not be minimal. If it is shorter than the blue 
edge, then replacing the green edge for the blue edge would give a new matching 
that is beGer than the old one, but  the difference is not an M‐augmen;ng path; by 
Theorem 1, there must be an even beGer one.  
(b): the last edge in a path cannot jump over a vertex. M is the single doGed black 
edge, and the M‐augmen;ng path P comprises that edge and the two blue ones.  
MΔP would have lower weight if the green edge replaced its nearest blue edge in P, 
so P is not the M‐augmen;ng path of maximum length, by Theorem 1. (In this figure, 
the op;mal shiL would be just the green edge). 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Figure 6. Shi,s cannot skip previously matched ver:ces, because the edges from 
these previously matched ver5ces must cross either an edge in the old matching or 
in the new matching.  
(a) M is the matching composed of the three black lines, where the do>ed line 
represents an old edge not in the path; and an M‐augmen5ng path is superimposed.  
The do>ed line crosses a black line in the path, therefore the old matching was not 
minimal.  
(b) same conven5on, M is the matching composed of the two solid black lines and 
the do>ed black line.  An M‐augmen5ng path P is composed of the three blue lines 
and two solid black lines.  MΔP is the matching composed of the three blue lines and 
the one do>ed black line.  MΔP has crossing edges.  
